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Dye integrates (arrays and aggregates) are the subject of current interest in photochemical devices. However,
they are in general not suitable for X-ray crystallography because of their poor crystallinity. Here, we improved
a simple method of estimating dye configurations in porphyrin integrates from their visible absorption (AB)
and circular dichroism (CD) spectra. For this purpose, we calculate the dipolar and optical rotatory strengths
of an integrate on the basis of the exciton theory for a given porphyrin configuration, generate the theoretical
AB and CD spectra of the dye integrate using a phenomenological line shape function, a Voigt function with
an adjustable line width, and optimize the configuration by minimizing the square sum (S) of the difference
between the observed and calculated spectra. We adopted two optimization methods to achieve a least-squares
fit between the calculated and observed spectra: the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) method, which incorporates
S into the molecular force-field energy as a constraint, and the quasi-Newton (QN) method, which numerically
minimizesS and uses no molecular force field. To check the feasibility of these methods, we simulated the
AB and CD spectra of Tro¨ger’s base and meso-meso-linked porphyrins using the QN program, then compared
the dye configurations with their X-ray structures. The calculated dye configuration of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin
is sufficiently in agreement with that of the X-ray structure (RMSD) 0.21 Å for the ZnS4 center), whereas
that of meso-meso-linked porphyrin was not. These results were discussed in terms of charge transfer between
two porphyrins. Finally, we applied the QN and MC methods to the structural estimation of a newly prepared
peptide-linked bis(porphyrin) Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut. The best configurations estimated by these two methods
were sufficiently in agreement with each other.

1. Introduction

Covalently or noncovalently bound dye integrates (arrays and
aggregates) are important in biology, chemistry, and materials
science. Photosynthetic organs use chlorophyll integrates not
only for energy transfer in light-harvesting complexes1 but also
for photoinduced charge separation in reaction centers.2 The
effectiveness of such processes in nature has extensively
stimulated physicochemists3-4 and synthetic chemists.5-6 On
the other hand, the industry uses dye integrates for liquid
crystals,7 dye-sensitized solar cells,8 and photographic sensitiz-
ers.9 Their applications in nonlinear optics and to multiphoton
absorption are also the objects of current research in photo-
physics and photochemistry.10

Porphyrin is one of the most familiar dyes in photochemistry.
Much work has been carried out to synthesize covalently
connected porphyrin arrays. However, most arrays have poor
crystallinity. Hence, it is difficult to subject them to X-ray
crystallography except for well-designed cases.11 Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy12 and powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis13 may also be available for obtaining
structural information; however, they have experimental limita-
tions such as line broadening and crystallinity, respectively.
Consequently, for most porphyrin integrates, particularly ape-
riodic porphyrin integrates, there is no choice but to rely on
conventional spectroscopies (e.g., visible absorption (AB) and

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopies), at least, at the start of
the structural discussion.14 Such discussions remain at the
qualitative stage in terms of porphyrin configuration. On the
other hand, molecular mechanics (MM)15 and molecular dynam-
ics (MD)16-17 calculations are frequently used in discussing
porphyrin configurations in integrates, to which excitonic18 and
molecular orbital (MO) calculations19-25 are appended to discuss
whether the configurations reproduce the observed AB and CD
spectra.17,26However, the computations that have thus far been
reported contain no reliable feedback mechanism from observed
spectra.

In this study, we introduced a simple feedback method of
carrying out least-squares fitting between configuration-depend-
ent theoretical and observed spectra into the computation. We
adopted two optimization methods different in structural
search: the quasi-Newton (QN) method and the Metropolis27

Monte Carlo (MC) method. We provide the details of these
calculations and results of the feasibility check for two chiro-
genic compounds, namely, Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin (Figure 1a)28

and meso-meso-linked bis(porphyrin) (Figure 1b),29 as well
as results of the application of these two calculation methods
to the structural analysis of a new bis(porphyrin), Boc-
(PorZn,S)2-OBut (Figure 1c),30 that was synthesized by condens-
ing two unnatural amino acids PorZn,S. Porphyrin configurations
yielded by the two methods are well superimposed. We also
discuss the characteristics of the QN and MC methods.* Corresponding author. E-mail: tyamamur@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp.
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2. Methods

There are many approaches to calculating configuration-based
AB and CD spectra for dye integrates. They differ in the
treatment of the interaction among excited and ground-state
dyes, as well as in the introduction of spectral functions. For
example, one approach assumes dipolar interactions among
electronic oscillators and uses Kronig-Kramers transform
relations for the direct calculation of the spectra.31 The MO
method enables the calculation of interactions among point
monopoles to obtain the AB and CD line spectra32 in conjunction
with the quantum theory of CD33 and the dipole velocity
method.34 It also yields ab initio line shape functions22-24 by
taking the Franck-Condon factor, vibration statistics, and
vibronic interactions into account.35-37 On the other hand, the
exciton method adopts dipole approximation. Because of its
simplicity, this method is most frequently used to calculate the
positions and strengths of AB and CD spectra of small and
aperiodic dye integrates in solution.38 Systematic analyses of
covalently connected dye systems were carried out by the
exciton chirality method by the groups of Nakanishi, Berova,
and Woody.17,26 The exciton method has also been applied to
the periodic and aperiodic chlorophyll systems in photosynthetic
organs to analyze their dynamical behavior.35-39

Among the above-mentioned approaches, we chose the
exciton method as the simplest for the calculation of electronic
state, and replaced all other interactions by the phenomenologi-
cal line shape function, i.e., the Voigt function.40 This is because
the least-squares fitting requires multiple steps: structure-based
electronic state calculations, dipolar and optical rotatory strength
calculations, spectral-line-shape calculations, and optimizations.
Thus, we need to choose a fast method of computing the
electronic states and spectral line shapes to save computing time.

In the fitting, we minimized the square sum (S) defined by

where the superscripts “obs” and “calc” indicate the observed
and calculated spectra, respectively. Details of the familiar
exciton calculation and the choice of the line shape function
are given in the Appendices.R andâ are constants that regulate
the contributions of AB (ε) and CD (∆ε) spectra, respectively.

We adopted two optimization methods different in structural
search: the quasi-Newton (QN) method and the Metropolis41

Monte Carlo (MC) method. The QN method generates random
sets of porphyrin configurations and directly optimizesS by
the quasi-Newton method by varying the relative orientation.
The MC method incorporatesS into the molecular-force-field
energy as a constraint and minimizes the total energy. This
method is an MC analogue of the restrained molecular dynamics

(MD) calculations that are frequently used in NMR and X-ray
structural analyses.42

Parameters, Variables, and Optimization.For the optimi-
zation of AB and CD spectra of dye integrates, we need to
determine the strengths of the transition dipolesµpx andµqy (eq
5 in Appendix) instead of those obtained from the monomer in
solution8,17 because the dipole strength of a porphyrin in dye
integrates is smaller than that of the monomer in solution owing
to hypochromism.43 Although Stark spectroscopy is effective
for measuring the dipole moment shift∆µ,44 this method is not
commonly used. Thus, in common cases, the transition dipoles
are determined by the spectral simulation. We also need the
true transition energiesEx andEy to solve eq 4 in Appendix;
however, it is difficult to determine the trueEx and Ey of a
monomer in integrates because dyes electronically interact with
others in integrates. Therefore, we treatedEx andEy as variables.
We also adopted variable line widths (∆σi; see eqs 8-10 in the
Appendix) instead of fixed ones by referring to dynamical
exciton calculations for reaction centers35-37 and antenna
chlorophylls,38-39 as well as explicit potential surface calcula-
tions for excitons in dimers.45-46 R andâ in eq 1 are determined
so as to reproduce the structures of standard compounds because
they depend on the type of target compound (for porphyrins,ε

is generally on the order of 105, whereas∆ε is on the order of
10-103), as well as the method used (the QN or MC method).

Quasi-Newton Method. In this method, the configuration
of a pair of porphyrins is given by a set of six variables,R, Θ,
Φ, φ, θ, andψ. Of these variables,R, Θ, andΦ represent the
polar coordinates of the central metal ion of the second
porphyrin; on the other hand,φ, θ, andψ represent the Euler
angles that define the relative rotation of the second porphyrin
to the first porphyrin (Figure 2). At the starting point of the
minimization, the six variables are randomly generated, and the
corresponding spectra are calculated; then, the coordinates are
varied to minimizeS. To avoid the local-minima problem, 20000
starting coordinates are generated. However, structures opti-
mized by this method often suffer from steric hindrance.
Therefore, we incorporated a subroutine into the program to
discard such cases.

Figure 1. (a) Tröger’s base porphyrin synthesized by Crossley et al.28 (b) Meso-meso-linked bis(porphyrin) synthesized by Yoshida et al.29 (c)
New porphyrin dimer linked by peptide bond.30
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Figure 2. Definition of mutual configuration of two porphyrins: polar
coordinates (R, Θ, Φ) and Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ).
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Monte Carlo Method. This method was developed to search
for energetically rational structures. For this purpose, we
combinedS with AMBER force field (version 6)47-48 as a
constraint, as given by eq 2,

and minimized total energy by the Metropolis MC method (see
references and notes52 for the definition of the variables). In
the MC calculation, we adopted the dihedral anglesφ′ andψ′
for the peptide main chain52,53 andø1-4 for the side chains as
variables (Figure 3) instead of Cartesian coordinates, and fixed
other inner coordinates, such as bond lengths and angles, to
save computation time. For this purpose, we applied the GENER
subroutine of ECEPP developed by Momany et al.,54 in which
we modified the residue data so as to reproduce the energies
and structures by AMBER calculation for several standard
residues.55 This program can simulate peptide arrays with up
to 99 porphyrins.

Applicability Check of Exciton Program. To check the
applicability of the exciton part, we used the QN program,56

because the QN method is not biased against the molecular force
field. In this check, we simulated the AB and CD spectra of
two compounds: Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin synthesized by
Crossley et al.28,57 and the meso-meso-linked porphyrin
synthesized by Yoshida et al.29 These are the only two small
compounds for which AB and CD spectra, as well as X-ray
crystallography data, are available among many porphyrin
integrates. The availability of the CD spectrum in addition to
the AB spectrum increases the reliability of spectral simulation
in comparison with the use of the AB spectrum only.

In the calculation, R was varied from 6 to 9 Å andΘ, Φ, φ,
θ, andψ were varied from-90 to+90°. The transition dipole
momentµx ) µy) 8.06 D and excitation energyEx ) Ey )
23 320 cm-1 were found to best reproduce the spectra of
Tröger’s base porphyrin.Ex ) Ey was determined from the

search in the range 23200-23700 cm-1. The dipole moment
and excitation energy taken from the Soret band spectrum of
[5,10,15,20-tetrakis(3,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)porphyrinato]zinc-
(II) did not reproduce the spectra, although this compound is
the monomer that most closely resembles to Tro¨ger’s base
porphyrin and has no skeletal distortion arising from repulsive
forces among meso-aryl groups.R ) 1.0 andâ ) 1.0 × 105

gave the most reliable results for this case. The conditions for
the simulations of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin and the meso-meso-
linked porphyrin are summarized in Table 1.

Plotted in Figure 4 are log(S) vs (R, Θ), log(S) vs (R, θ), and
log(S) vs (Θ, θ) for Tröger’s base porphyrin. From these three
plots, it is possible to know that (R, Θ, θ) converges to (8.2,
(42, (56).

However, the convergence of log(S) for (φ, θ, ψ) was not
unequivocal. This means that the spectra are predominantly
dependent on (R, Θ, θ); therefore, we carried out a second search
by fixing (R, Θ, θ) at (8.2,(42, (56). This search yielded
log(S) ) 10.29 for (Φ, φ, ψ) ) (-59,-66, 26) as the optimum
result. The calculated spectra and porphyrin configuration are
respectively shown in Figures 5 and 6 together with the X-ray
structure. As demonstrated in these figures, the simulation
successfully reproduced the X-ray configuration (the RMSD of
the ZnN4 center was 0.21 Å) with good refinement parameters,
RAB andRCD (see the figure caption). Considering the structural
change from the solid to the solution state, as well as the
difference in the central metal ion,58 the small deviation seen
here can be ignored. The parameters for the spectra of Tro¨ger’s
base porphyrin are summarized in Table 2.

The search for the meso-meso-linked bis(porphyrin) (the
conditions for the calculation are listed in Table 1) converged
to (R, Θ, θ) ) (6.8,(80, (62). (Φ, φ, ψ) seemed to converge
to (-66,-44, 81) although this result was not conclusive unlike
the result of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin. The results are sum-
marized in Table 2 and Figures 7 and 8. As seen in Figure 7,
the calculated structure seems to reproduce the AB spectrum
of this bis(porphyrin); however, the two porphyrins are abnor-
mally close to each other at the meso-meso bond and the bond
vector is not in plane, as shown in Figure 8 (RMSD) 0.95 Å
for the ZnN4 core).

Application of MC Method to Analysis of Peptide-Linked
Porphyrin Dimer. We then combined the exciton subroutine
with an MC subroutine, and applied this newly written program
to the analysis of a new compound, Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut (see
Figure 1c).30 This compound showed a strong blue shift in its
Soret-band region in CH2Cl2, a high-field shift in theâ-pyrrole
region of the1H-NMR spectrum in CD2Cl2, and a low fluor-
escence yield. From this experimental evidence, the compound
was expected to have a face-to-face-like dye configuration.

The dipole momentµx,y ) 7.28 D2 and Soret-band energy
Ex,y ) 23 610 cm-1 were determined by the QN and MC
simulations of the AB and CD spectra of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe
as described in the section of parameters, variables, and

Figure 3. Porphyrin conformation given by dihedral angles (φ′, ψ′,
ø1-4). The Cartesian coordinates of all atoms were calculated from the
internal coordinates using the GENER subroutine included in ECEPP.53-54
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TABLE 1: Conditions of Quasi-Newton Calculations for Spectral Optimization of Tro1ger’s Base Porphyrin,28

Meso-Meso-Linked Porphyrin,29 and Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut 30

Tröger’s base meso-meso linked Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut

initial structure 20 000 20 000 20 000
R (Å) 7-9 7-9 6-7
Θ, Φ, φ, θ, andψ (deg) -90 to+90 -90 to+90 -90 to+90
Ex, Ey (cm-1) 23320 24387 23610
µx, y (D2) 65 70 53
R 1.0 1.0 1.2× 10-8 a

â 5.0× 104 1.0× 104 0.033a

a The weighting factors for Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut were adjusted to those of the MC calculations to enable comparison.
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optimization. Ten MC processes were carried out for different
seed values starting from a pleated structure, under the following
conditions: 5× 105 steps for each process,∆φ′ and∆ψ′ ) 8°
for each step, annealing from 2000 to 300 K, and no cutoff for
Coulomb and van der Waals interactions. The weighting factors
for AB and CD terms were set atR ) 1.2 × 10-8 and â )
0.033 to fit the energies of molecular force fields.

The optimized AB and CD spectra of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe
which gave the lowest log(S) andEAMBER (≈ -138 kcal/mol)
are shown in Figure 9 with the experimental spectra (the
adoptability was 16%). The molecular structure is shown in

Figure 10.59 Note that these spectra and the structure are those
averaged for the final 1000 steps after minimization. The
optimized MC structure has four combinations of (Θ, Φ, φ, θ,
ψ) due to symmetry. We listed all the (R, Θ, Φ, φ, θ, ψ) sets
in the MC simulation in Table 3 to enable comparison with
those in the QN simulation described below. The excitation
energies (E), dipole strengths (D), optical-rotatory strengths (R),
and half-widths (∆σ) of the bands obtained by MC calculations
are summarized in Table 4.

The QN calculations for the same compound (conditions are
listed in Table 1) were optimized at (R, Θ, θ) = (6.5, (33, 0,
-60, 33,-36),60 giving log(S) ) 2.61. The excitation energies
(E), dipole strengths (D), optical-rotatory strengths (R), and half-
widths (∆σ)of the bands obtained by QN calculations are also
listed in Table 4. The spectra and structure obtained by QN
calculations are superimposed (by dotted lines) on those obtained
by MC calculation in Figures 9 and 10, respectively, for
comparison. Figure 10 shows that porphyrin configurations
obtained by these two methods are in good agreement (RMSD
) 0.28 Å for the ZnN4 coordination unit) with each other,
although their (Θ, Φ, φ, θ, ψ) sets differ from each other in
appearance (Table 3). In these structures, two porphyrins are
obliquely face-to-face with an almost parallel but notπ-π-
stacked configuration. The Zn-Zn distances of the two por-
phyrins were 6.56 and 6.49 Å for the MC and QN structures,
respectively; on the other hand, the plane distances were the
same (approximately 5.0 Å).

4. Discussion

Applicability. As described in the above section (see Figures
6 and 8), the QN calculation for Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin28

reproduces well the X-ray configuration, as well as the AB and
CD spectra, whereas the calculation for meso-meso-linked
porphyrin29 gives abnormal results. This result is due to the
difference in porphyrin-porphyrin interaction mode between
the two compounds. Two porphyrins of the Tro¨ger’s base are
spatially separated and there is no direct bond orπ-π stack
between the two porphyrins, whereas those in the meso-meso-
linked are directly bound at the meso positions. The exciton
theory is a simple approximation method based on a dipolar
interaction; therefore, it does not correspond to cases in which
strong electronic interactions among dyes exist. Such interactions
distort the spectra from those predicted by the exciton theory.
That is, the exciton method is not effective for dye integrates
in which π-orbitals of porphyrins are in contact, as observed in
several cases of J- and H-aggregates,61-62 or porphyrins are
linked by direct bonds, for which the mixing of charge transfer
is pointed out.29 Note that charge transfer also depends on the
distance and orientation of the componentπ-orbitals of neigh-
boring porphyrins. For such systems, it is necessary to develop
a new random-move program on the basis of the MO theory.
A preliminary MO/QN calculation for Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin

Figure 4. Plots of logS vs (a)R-Θ, (b) R-θ, and (c)Θ-θ. (R, Θ, θ) giving the lowest log(S) distribution around (8.1,(40, (52).

Figure 5. Comparison of optimized and observed AB (upper) and CD
spectra (lower) of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin. The experimental data (in
CHCl3) measured by Crossley et al.28 are shown by solid lines. The
results of optimization are shown by red circles. Differential spectra
between the calculated and observed ones are shown below the AB
and CD spectra. Refinement parametersRAB andRCD for AB and CD
spectra (see Appendix) are 0.0671 and 0.174, respectively.

Figure 6. Optimized structure (red line) of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin
compared with that of X-ray crystallography (color by element; CSD
code, YUKFEP). RMSD for the MN4 core was 0.21 Å.tert-Butyl
groups on the phenyl rings are not shown for clarity.
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using a new program, which was written on the Warshel and
Alden algorithms22-24 that incorporate the effect of charge
transfer arising from Pπ-Pπ interactions, indicated that our
exciton program has the same accuracy as the MO method as
long as we calculate systems in which porphyrins are spatially
separated. The exact point where the dipole approximation
breaks down would be clarified by the systematic use of such
MO methods on the whole space of (R, Θ, Φ, φ, θ, ψ).

The evaluation of the methods described here should be
carried out for sufficient number of standards that provide AB
and CD spectra, as well as the results of X-ray crystallography,

and that they are different inR, Θ, Φ, φ, θ, andψ; however,
we could not find any other examples than the two compounds
discussed above from the viewpoint that the integration numbers
of porphyrins are within the effective range of our method.

Finally, our method is not applicable to the solution that is
largely contaminated with conformers. In comparison with the
simulation of the AB spectrum of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe, the
optimization of its CD spectrum is not sufficient and gave fairly
large residues in both MC and QN methods. This is explained
by the existence of a conformational isomer in the solution.
We found that the solution of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe is an equi-
librium mixture of two conformers: major and minor species.
The AB spectrum of the minor species was similar to the major

TABLE 2: Excitation Energies (E), Dipole Strengths (D), Optical Rotatory Strengths (R), and Line Widths (∆σ) of Calculated
Spectra of Tro1ger’s Base Porphyrin and Meso-Meso-Linked Porphyrin

Tröger’s base porphyrin meso-meso-linked porphyrin

band Ei (cm-1) Di (D2) Ri (DBMa) ∆σi (cm-1) Ei (cm-1) Di (D2) Ri (DBMa) ∆σi (cm-1)

1 24080.4 81.9 4.9 1300 26504.6 8.9 -1.8 2500
2 23522.0 110.3 16.9 900 24879.2 97.2 26.4 2000
3 23109.9 18.9 -16.6 1700 23894.8 43.3 -25.4 650
4 22551.6 47.3 -4.6 1050 22269.4 131.5 1.5 1650

a Debye-Bohr magneton.

Figure 7. Comparison of optimized and observed AB (upper) and CD
(lower) spectra for meso-meso-linked porphyrin. The experimental
data (in CH2Cl2) measured by Yoshida et al.29 are shown by black solid
lines. The results of optimization are shown by red circles. Differential
spectra between the calculated and observed ones are shown below
the AB and CD spectra. Refinement parametersRAB and RCD (see
Appendix) were 0.131 and 0.106 for AB and CD spectra, respectively.

Figure 8. Optimized structure (red line) of meso-meso-linked
porphyrin compared with that of X-ray crystallography (color by
element; CSD code, HUQHAC). RMSD for the MN4 core was 0.95
Å. tert-Butyl groups on the phenyl rings are not shown for clarity.

Figure 9. AB (upper) and CD (lower) spectra of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-
OMe. Black solid lines: experimental data (in CH2Cl2). Red circles:
Monte Carlo (MC) method. Green solid lines: Quasi-Newton (QN)
method. Only the differential AB spectrum is shown here (below the
AB spectra). Refinement parameters of the AB spectraRAB (see
Appendix) optimized by MC and QN methods were 0.104 and 0.107,
respectively.

Figure 10. Structures of TBP dimer calculated by Monte Carlo method
(color by element) and quasi-Newton (QN) method (orange line).
RMSD for ZnN4 core between the two structures was 0.28 Å.
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species just after the HPLC isolation, but the CD spectrum was
different. Our calculation indicated that these two are the mirror
images in the peptide-chain folding (Supporting Information).

Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Uniqueness.In the case of a
small Vpx:qy (large R orθ = 0 and 3 cos2Θ -1 = 0), the dye
configuration is nearly achiral and the energy separation among
the exciton states is small. In such cases, deconvolution becomes
dominated by experimental noise and deconvolution error.
Moreover, the sensitivity of the search becomes poor. Therefore,
the accuracy of the spectral simulation of dye arrays in solution
depends not only on the Davidov splitting but also on the line
shape function we adopt, as well as experimental and simulation
accuracy. The accuracy will be a complicated function of∆Ei

(the separation ofEi), ∆σi, Di/∆σi, andRi/∆σI,64 the noise and
off-set levels of the spectra, the wavelength error, and refinement
parameters given by eqs 11a and 11b (see Appendix). The step
width of the search should be added to this list in case of the
MC method. Therefore, it is impossible to give an equation that
quantitatively evaluates the accuracy of the simulation, that is
to say, the limit of the simulation. Instead, we empirically eval-
uated the limit for a porphyrin dimer by changingR, Θ, Φ, φ,
θ, andψ. This survey clarified that the methods we developed
here reproduces the spectra and original structures of the cases
where ∆Ei is larger than∼200 cm-1 (we assumed that the
spectra include(0.5 nm of wavelength inaccuracy). Rapid
decrease of the adoptability of structure was observed between
100 and 50 cm-1; however, it must be noted that the adoptability
was dependent on the mutual orientation of the two porphyrins.

For the simulation of a dimer, the total number of variables
is 12: µ, Ε, R, Θ, Φ, φ, θ, ψ, σi (i ) 1, 2, 3, and 4); on the
other hand, the number of parameters that are to be determined
by simulation is also 12:Ei, Di, andRi (i ) 1 - 4). Therefore,
theoretically, it is possible to uniquely determine the porphyrin
configuration of a dimer from the spectra. However, this is not
guaranteed from a practical viewpoint even if our program
achieves the best result within the framework of the exciton
theory. For example, there may be a trajectory on which the
dimer gives an approximately equalS in the phase space of (R,
Θ, Φ, φ, θ, ψ). In other word, there may be a valley with a
gentle slope around the true configuration in the landscape for
given AB and CD spectra. Therefore, we carried out a whole-
space survey for the spectra of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin and
Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe. In this survey, we clarified that the
spectra of Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin only affords the configuration
in Figure 6. On the other hand, the spectra of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-
OMe gave a second configuration that is slightly higher inS
than that shown in Figure 10. However, this configuration
contained a van der Waals contact.

Spectrum Line Shapes, Line Widths, and Zero Cross
Point. The zero cross point of the CD spectrum of Tro¨ger’s
base porphyrin is shifted 12 nm toward the positive side from
its absorption maximum (Figure 9). This is similar to those
observed for the FMO protein and LH2 in appearance.65

Theoretically, the zero cross point of a CD spectrum is in
agreement with the corresponding absorption maximum as long

as we assume a single line width for all exciton bands. In fact,
Pescitelli et al.’s calculation for Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin17 using
the Lorentzian line shape showed a deviation between the zero
cross points of the calculated and experimental CD spectra. In
our pretrial on Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin, we also found that all
calculations assuming Lorentzian, Gaussian, and Voigt functions
as spectral line shapes could not remove the zero cross deviation
as long as we assumed an equivalent line width for all exciton
bands, in contrast to the fact that we reproduced the absorption
band. Therefore, we assumed in this study variable line widths
for different exciton bands and adopted a simple Voigt function
(eq 8). The introduction of variable line widths conserving
dipolar and optical-rotatory strengths markedly improved the
simulation quality for Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin and almost
completely removed the zero-cross-point deviation.66 Note that
both the X-ray structure and the MD structure of Tro¨ger’s base
porphyrin calculated by using AMBER 6 in CHCl3

67 afforded
sufficient AB and CD spectra so long as we used variable line
width, whereas those of meso-meso-linked porphyrin did not.

Important factors in the spectrum simulation of dye integrates
are the choice of line-shape functions and line widths. It is
widely accepted that the intramolecular harmonic vibration that
couples to electronic transitions gives rise to Gaussian line
shapes at high temperatures. In the solution state, the fluctuations
of the surrounding media that also couple to the electronic states
of the dyes contribute to line width broadening. Thus, in
conventional exciton calculations for synthetic dye integrates,
the line widths of exciton bands are frequently fixed to be equal
irrespective of exciton level and line-shape function (Gaussian,
Lorentzian, or Voigt function), particularly of the values of the
monomers.17,26,38,68However, the different couplings of vibra-
tions to different exciton levels have been known for at least
40 years.69 The optical properties of aggregates, such as the
line width of absorption and fluorescence, absorption intensity,
fluorescence yield, and lifetime, depend on dye configuration
and the number of dyes that are coherently coupled in the
aggregates.24,35-37,40,45 In recent calculations for chlorophyll
systems in the crystalline states, different line widths have also
been used for different exciton bands.35-37,39,70-71 The homo-
geneous line width assumption may not be valid at least for the
lowest excitonic level because this state may have a considerably
longer lifetime than the other excitonic states at low tempera-
tures.39 According to the explicit and adiabatic treatment for
an ideal homodimer,45 the potential surfaces of exciton states
depend on the electronic coupling between the monomers and
the vibronic coupling in each monomer. A nonadiabatic expan-
sion of this treatment to a heterodimer shows that the internal
nuclear conformation of the molecules forming the dimer
depends critically on the delocalization of the exciton state in
the dimer and vice versa, and that the lower excitation state is
localizing, whereas the upper one can be delocalizing in the
subsequent time evolution by nuclear dynamics.46

Porphyrin planes are statically distorted in the solid state, and
the excitation energies are dependent on such distortion.72 MD
calculations easily demonstrate that porphyrins dynamically
distort. Such dynamical distortion of porphyrins brings about
time-dependent changes in diagonal (Ei) and off-diagonal (Vij)
terms in eq 4 (see Appendix), which leads to an inhomogeneous
line broadening,73 the fluctuation in the energy gap between
the component porphyrins, hence, the fluctuations in the upper
and lower exciton potential surfaces, and a change in exciton
delocalization length.46,74-75 Consequently, the excitonic states
of covalently connected dye array in solution14,26,76can have
variable line widths.

TABLE 3: Polar Coordinates and Euler Angles for
Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe Obtained by the Monte Carlo (MC)
and Quasi-Newton (QN) Methods

R (Å) Θ (deg) Φ (deg) φ (deg) θ (deg) æ (deg)

MC 1 6.56 40.7 158.7 61.3 11.4 293.4

[ 2 6.56 40.7 158.7 241.3 348.6113.4]3 6.56 319.3 338.7 61.3 11.4 293.4
4 6.56 319.3 338.7 241.3 348.6 113.4

quasi-Newton 6.49 (33.0 -60.0 3.0 0 -3.0
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Effect of Constraint. Simple MD calculation for Tro¨ger’s
base porphyrin reproduced the X-ray structure. This may indicate
that the results of the MC calculation for this compound are
not reflecting the spectral constraint. However, it should be noted
that the QN method also afforded a similar configuration to
the X-ray configuration; therefore, in this case, the constraint
and force field synergetically operate to determine the structure.
In practice, the structure of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe obtained from
the simple MD calculation could not reproduce the spectra.

Characteristics of the Quasi-Newton Method.The QN
program we developed here took only 5 h tosimulate the spectra
of Tröger’s base porphyrin starting from 20000 configurations
using a desktop Linux PC equipped with a Pentium 4 chip (2.66
GHz). Structures obtained by the QN method are not biased
against the molecular force field; however, it cannot calculate
molecular structural insights other than the porphyrin orientation.
In our preliminary calculations for Tro¨ger’s base porphyrin, we
often found that one of the porphyrins invades the area of other
porphyrins even in the calculations in which we achieved the
best fit in spectra. Thus, in the program, we introduced a device
for rejecting cases in which porphyrins are in van der Waals
violation. However, we set the device that checks the van der
Waals interaction to operate att > 0, but not at the initial time
t ) 0. This is because, if the initial structure contains van der
Waals contact, the calculation would immediately deviate from
such a situation in the following steps, and may approach the
optimized structure in a short time.

Although the algorithm can correspond to multiple porphyrin
systems in principle, the number of independent porphyrins is
practically limited to within three, as long as the Linux PC
mentioned above is used; calculation time rapidly increases with
the number of independent porphyrins. Consequently, the QN
program is applicable to systems with up to 50 mers composed
of a tandem repeat of two or three independent porphyrins
written as (A)n and (AB)n.

Although the program generates more than 20000 initial
structures, the search is still crude for each variable. The larger
we set the sampling number, the more the search becomes
sufficient for obtaining a reliable structure; however, for the
examples described in this paper, we found that a two-stage
calculation is effective, in which we first determine the crude
convergence in (R, Θ, θ) from a random survey, and then, by
fixing (R, Θ, θ), we search the optimized point by surveying
the (φ, θ, ψ) space. This is probably because two perpendicular
transition dipoles of equivalent strengths,µx ) µy, are used
to describe porphyrin chromophores according to the four-
orbital model.63 This makes the convergence insensitive to the
rotation of the second porphyrin. The two-stage calculation is
probably unnecessary for dyes with single-transition dipoles.
Consequently, we did not generalize the two-stage algorithm
for all cases considering the merit of free sampling corre-
sponding to targets. For example, it is possible to obtain the
orientation angles of dyes in a Langmuir-Blodgett mem-
brane by measuring polarized UV-vis spectra14 and dye

distance in a periodically stacked aggregate by X-ray diffraction
analysis.13 It is also possible to use the results of molecular
dynamics and molecular orbital calculations. All information
obtained by these methods provides an initial set of (R, Θ, Φ,
φ, θ, ψ), and it is possible to carry out a weighted search around
this initial set.

Characteristics of the MC Method. Our restrained MC
method is an analogue of the restrained molecular dynamics.42

In the course of our program development, we found that our
calculations easily (after 500 steps) fall into local minima and
the dye configuration does not change as long as we use a
conventional MC process. This is explained as follows: small
variations in dihedral angle bring about large displacements of
porphyrin planes that lead to large changes in Davydov splitting,
spectral line shape, and spectral intensity. This causes, in turn,
a large deviation inS. The barrier caused by this deviation is
too high to be overcome in the next step. In particular, changes
in the line shape and strength of the CD spectrum are large in
contrast to those of the AB spectrum. A move from a structure
that gives good agreement in CD, but not in AB, between the
calculated and observed spectra to another structure that shows
good agreement in both spectra requires high activation energy
for step out. This decreases the probability of structural change.
To avoid this situation and solve the high-energy-barrier problem
arising from CD spectral adjustment, we divided the process
into two stages: (1) the first stage of 10000 steps without
constraint and (2) the second stage of more than 10000 steps,
where steps were divided into 200-step units with intermittent
addition of constraint (Figure 11). Units with more than 200
steps were unnecessary because all minimizations with the
spectral constraints fell into local minima within 200-5000 steps
and stopped. The intermittent addition enabled the optimization
to converge within 10 h (500 000 steps) for Boc-(PorZn,S)2-
OMe. Step widths for dihedral anglesφ′ andψ′ were empirically
determined to be 8°. The spectral change of CD was so sensitive
that a step width larger than 10° prevented the convergence of
the optimization, and a small step width of smaller than 3° did
not change the molecular structure.

The time courses of the total energy (Etotal), AMBER energy
(EAMBER), and constraint term (EAB+CD) are shown in Figure
12, where only the means of the final 100 steps of the 1000-
step repetitions in the second stage are plotted. On magnifying
theseE terms, we notice thatEAMBER rapidly increases at every
1000 steps thenEAB+CD lags behind the increase inEAMBER.
This indicates that van der Waals contact among the component
atoms occurs just after the addition of the spectral term, and
then the structural change that accumulated during the course
of the relaxation causes large changes in spectra, particularly
in the CD spectrum. The alternating prominences ofEAMBER

and EAB+CD indicate that the intermittent search algorithm
operates satisfactorily without falling into a local minimum. The
optimized structure is that giving the lowestEAMBER (≈ -138
kcal/mol)+ EAB+CD (≈ -217 kcal/mol) at step 436 000 (shown
in Figure 12a by a dashed arrow).

TABLE 4: Excitation Energies (E), Dipole Strengths (D), Optical-Rotatory Strengths (R), and Half-Widths (∆σ) Obtained by
MC and QN Simulations for Spectra of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe

MC simulation quasi-Newton

band Ei (cm-1) Di (D2) Ri (DBMa) ∆σi (cm-1) Ei (cm-1) Di (D2) Ri (DBMa) ∆σi (cm-1)

1 24551.1 105.9 0.139 700 24584.2 106.3 0.076 750
2 23632.1 105.5 0.275 1050 23640.7 106.2 0.149 1050
3 23587.9 0.772 -0.274 350 23579.3 0.089 -0.148 300
4 22668.9 0.324 -0.129 400 22635.8 0.003 -0.069 550

a Debye-Bohr magneton.
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The MC method developed here has two characteristic points.
(1) It adopts dihedral angles as variables, which enables a rapid
descent along the slope of the energy landscape. (2) It allows
us to escape from structural local minima with the help of an
intermittently added spectral term; however, whether the search
after the addition optimizesEtotal depends on the molecular
structure just before the addition. Therefore, it cannot always
yield the optimized structure after one run. In practice, only
three were obtained as optimized structures from 20 different
seed values of random processes for Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OMe
(adoptability 15%).

The MC program, at present, has only the force field
parameters for porphyrin and the peptide main chain. Estima-
tions for the other systems such as those containing cyanine
dyes require molecular orbital calculations for new dyes and
the registration of the results obtained. In addition, this program
adopts dihedral angles (φ, ψ, ø) as variables for rapid calculation.

Therefore, it is not applicable to systems other than peptides.
An improvement in the program is now in progress to accom-
modate Cartesian-coordinate systems.

Finally, it should be pointed out that this method may suffer
from bias error due to force field; that is, the obtained structure
may be biased in spite of the existence of the spectral constraint.

Comparison of QN and MC Calculations. Although the
QN and MC methods clearly reproduced the experimental AB
spectrum of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut, and the calculated spectra
were similar to each other, the results were slightly different.
The MC method reproduced the shoulder peak at 430 nm in
the experimental AB spectrum, whereas the QN method did
not. This result is explained as follows: (1) The intensity of
the experimental CD spectrum of Boc-(PorZn,S)2-OBut is too
small that the spectrum is contaminated by noise; therefore, the
calculation could not allow an accurate fitting. (2) The actual
molecule fluctuates in solutions; thus, calculations that take into
consideration molecular fluctuation are necessary. In practice,
the shoulder peak observed at 430 nm is not reproduced without
assuming the mixing of more than two species. When the face-
to-face configuration loses symmetry due to the mutual fluctua-
tion of two porphyrins, a slight migration of the upper level to
the lowest forbidden level is allowed, which leads to the gener-
ation of a 430 nm peak. Because the MC method averages many
spectra in the time course, it automatically takes into account
the effect of such molecular fluctuation. On the other hand, the
stricter the converging condition of the QN method becomes,
the more the calculation converges to a single structure, and
the averaged structure loses the contamination by such asym-
metric structures. This is the reason for the CD spectrum calcu-
lated by the MC method being more similar to the experimental
one than to that calculated by the QN method (Figure 8).

Finally, the QN method is incompetent for the cases in which
the simulation yields conformers from the experimental spectra,
as discussed in the section of accuracy, sensitivity, and
uniqueness. The MC method probably escapes from this
problem with the help of its force field. Considering that the
MC simulation takes a longer time than the QN method, the
best way is to survey the candidates by the QN method, then to
refine the best optimization by the MC method.

5. Summary

A new method based on the exciton theory was developed
to estimate the dye configuration in porphyrin integrates from
the simulation of their Soret-band AB and CD spectra. We

Figure 11. Constraint term,RΣ(f(σ)obs - f(σ)calc)AB
2) + âΣ(f(σ)obs - f(σ)calc)CD

2, was intermittently added to the force field. In the first stage of the
process (10000 steps), calculation was carried out only for AMBER energy (R ) â ) 0) to remove the strain in the initial structure. In the second
stage, steps were divided every 200 steps, where the AB (absorption) constraint was preferentially added for the initial 200 steps (R > 0) and
relaxed. After relaxation was achieved without constraint, the AB term was again added for 200 steps. In the next 100 steps, the constraint involving
both AB and CD terms was added with and without changing line width. In the third stage, these processes between steps 10 000 and 11 000 were
repeated until spectral optimization was achieved.

Figure 12. Time courses of the energies plotted for MC steps: (a)
Etotal; (b) EAMBER, the AMBER force field term [torsion+ van der Waals
+ electrostatic]; (c) spectral term, [RΣ(f(σ)obs - f(σ)calc)AB

2 ] + âΣ-
(f(σ)obs - f(σ)calc)CD

2]. Conditions for MC calculations were as fol-
lows: number of starting structures, 10; starting structure, linear for
main chain and random for side chain; step number, 500000;µx,y, 53
D2; weighting factor R, 1.2 × 10-8; weighting factor â, 0.033;
conditions of convergence,EAMBER < -135 kcal/mol andEUV + CD <
350 kcal/mol; dihedral angle step, 8°; temperature; annealed from 2000
to 300 K; electricity, distance dependent; cutoff, no; excitation energy
of the monomer, 23610 cm-1.
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adopted Quasi-Newton and Monte Carlo methods to minimize
the square sum (S) of the difference between the observed and
calculated spectra, as well as the Voigt function for spectral
line shape and variable line width. The MC method incorporates
S into the molecular force field energy as a constraint to
reproduce a chemically reliable structure. To check the feasibil-
ity of the exciton calculation in the QN and MC program, two
bis(porphyrin)s were used as standards, for which Soret-band
AB and circular dichroism spectra, as well as X-ray crystal-
lography data, are available. This check confirmed that the
methods yield good estimates of the experimental structures of
porphyrin integrates as long as the component porphyrins are
spatially separated. It is, however, ineffective for systems in
which porphyrins are directly connected. Finally, these methods
were applied to the structural estimation of a newly prepared
porphyrin dimer linked by a peptide bond.
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Appendix

Equations Used for Calculations.To calculate porphyrin-
porphyrin interacting systems, we followed the well-known form
of the exciton method for porphyrin arrays, which is described
by two verticalπ-π* transition dipoles for each porphyrin based
on Gouterman’s four-orbital model.63 The excited-state function
Ψ of a porphyrin ensemble is approximated by the linear
combination ofφsR (s ) 1-N. R ) x andy) given as

In this equation,φsR represents the state in which thesth
porphyrin is excited, whereas all the other porphyrins are in
the ground states. The energies of excited states are given by
solving the secular equation

where Ex and Ey are thex and y excitation energies of a
monomer in the array, andVpx:qy is the interaction between the
dipoles of thepth andqth porphyrins,µx andµy respectively,
given by

The dipole strengthDi of the ith exciton level is given by (7)38

On the other hand, the optical rotatory strengthRi of the ith
exciton level is given by (8).38

In eq 8,Ψ0 is the wave function of the ground state,Ψi is the
wave function of theith state,µ is the electric-dipole operator,
and M is the magnetic-dipole operator.σ0i is the excitation
energy from the ground state to theith exciton level given in
wavenumbers.Cjx is the binding constant of the wave function
in eq 4,ejR represents the unit vector ofµjR, andRjk represents
the distance between the central metal ions of thejth andkth
porphyrins.

Spectral Function.Exciton and exciton chirality calculations
give no information on line shapes. Therefore, as the line shape
function, we introduced the Voigt function40 given by

where f (σ) denotes the spectral function represented byε

(absorption coefficient) for AB spectra and that represented by
∆ε (difference in absorption coefficient) or molar elipticity for
CD spectra.I i represents the dipolar strengthDi or optical
rotatory strengthRi of the ith exciton state for AB and CD
spectra, respectively.K is calculated as 9.184× 10-39 cgs for
AB spectra and 2.296× 10-39 cgs for CD spectra.σ is the
energy in wavenumbers. 2∆σi(common to AB and CD spectra)
is the half-height line width of the component Gaussian and
Lorentzian line shapes for theith exciton state.kV, kG, andkL

are coefficients that define the contributions of Voigt, Gaussian,
and Lorentzian functions, respectively. We obtainkV ) 1.501882
for kG ) kL ) 1.77

Refinement Parameters.Refinement parametersRAB and
RCD for AB and CD spectra (see Appendix) are given by the
next equations.

Supporting Information Available: Figures showing a
flowchart of the quasi-Newton program, a flowchart of the
Monte Carlo program, and the CD spectrum and the porphyrin

Ψ ) C1xφ1x + C1yφ1y + C2xφ2x + ‚‚‚ + CNxφNx + CNyφNy (3)

Vpx:qy )
µpxµqy

Rpq
3

{epx‚eqy - 3(epx‚epq)(eqyepq)} (5)

Di ) {〈Ψ0|µ|Ψi〉}2 ) ∑
j)1

N

{(Cjx
i )2µjx

2ejx‚ejx +

(Cjy
i )2µjy

2ejy‚ejy} + 2∑
k)1

N

∑
l>k

N

{Ckx
i Clx

i µkxµlxekx‚elx +

Ckx
i Cly

i µkxµlyekx‚ely + Cky
i Clx

i µkyµlxeky‚elx + Cky
i Cly

i µkyµlyeky‚ely}
(6)

Ri ) Im{〈Ψ0|µ|Ψi〉‚〈Ψi|M |Ψ0〉} )

-πσ0i ∑
j)1

N

∑
k>j

N

[Rjk{Cjx
i Ckx

i µjxµkx(ejx × ekx)‚ejk +

Cjx
i Cky

i µjxµky(ejx × eky)‚ejk + Cjy
i Ckx

i µjxµkx(ejy × ekx)‚ejk +

Cjy
i Cky

i µjyµky(ejy × eky)‚ejk]} (7)

f(σ) ) ∑
i

σ0i

KkV∆σi

I iGi(σ)Li(σ) (8)

Gi(σ) ) exp{-ln 2
(σ - σ0i)

2

kG∆σi
2 } (9)

Li(σ) ) 1

1 + (σ - σ0i)
2/kL∆σi

2
(10)

RAB )
∑

λ
|εcalc

λ - εobs
λ |AB

∑
λ

(εobs
λ )AB

(11a)

RCD )
∑

λ
|εcalc

λ - εobs
λ |CD

∑
λ

|∆εobs
λ |CD

(11a)
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configuration of the minor conformer. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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